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Devil's Infirmary (Yaoi Manga)Asakura is a devilishly handsome school physician whoâ€™s used to

getting exactly what he wants out of the student body. But when a compromising situation with

super-cute Higurashi suddenly raises his temperature, will he practice the perfect bedside

mannerâ€¦and find himself falling head-over-heels?
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I'm a bit surprised I enjoyed this book as much as I did. I didn't know anything about the book, or

mangaka when I preordered it; so, I didn't know it is set in a school. I don't usually like school-based

yaoi because it limits the characters so much: high schooolers (errr, college) with limited

experience, surrounded by the same. However, this setting actually is believable as medical

school/college, especially since the seme, Asakura, is the doctor in charge of the infirmary, and not

the usual teacher or upperclassman. The story begins when Higurashi walks in on Asakura

receiving some intimate attention from another student. Before he can rush out to gossip about it,

Asakura reveals some embarrassing information he has on Higurashi - Mexican standoff! Asakura

proceeds to pursue his reluctant uke, and the sparks fly from there.The couple is very likeable, and



the mangaka throws an obstacle in their way when Higurashi's friend asks him to pose as a

boyfriend to avoid the unwanted attentions of an upperclassman. Also, I loved the character of

Asakura's mother. She added a lot of humor, especially her interest in her son's love life because

she reads gay romance! This is hard yaoi - the sex is explicit, and there is a scene of near-rape that

could bother readers sensitive to that. Overall, an excellent title and I hope to read more from this

mangaka.

I'm surprised I enjoyed this as much as I did! The cover seemed to indicate noncon situations to me,

but thankfully that did not hold true. When I read the manga, it was way better than I thought. The

story flowed well, and the couple really was cute together. The artwork is awesome overall and its

Good Stuff.

I should be more offended by the doctor/student seduction but I'm not. Frankly, it puzzles me a bit.

The story and characters are likable and the drawings are good. The art style is pleasant to look at

and the cute/handsome guys are well drawn. The story is rather funny and sensei's mother is a nice

addition. They truly are a family of perverts.There is a very good short story included. I actually

enjoy this story more because the drawings are stronger and the plot is more intense. The final part

connects the story to the main one in a funny way. I enjoyed the fantasy world and wish I can go

there. While the main couple are a funny pair, this relationship between a king and a teacher is

more passionate and bittersweet. It is the reason this is a five star book.

Cute and pretty standard for a yaoi manga. I also enjoyed the extra story Lover from a Secret Land.

It is a fairly cookie cutter teacher/student yaoi but it's a classic for a reason & I enjoyed it a lot.

I enjoyed reading this manga. The characters are so cute especially how Higurashi tries to act all

tough and not admitting that he is totally gay for Asakura, I know he is. Denial is so cute when it

comes to love.

i loved it!!! the caracters are nice and the story is quite funnythe first story is typical with a doctor

and his studentthe second one is a bit crazy with a secret land, an awesome prince and a japanese

virgin ;-)

I simply love this author. The story was fantastic and something that should definitely be read. I



enjoyed this one so much.
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